
On Guarding Nested FixpointsHelmut Seidl Andreas NeumannFB IV { Informatik, Universit�at Trier, D{54286 Trier, Germanyfseidl,neumanng@uni-trier.deAbstract. For every hierarchical system of equations S over some com-plete and distributive lattice we construct an equivalent system with thesame set of variables which additionally is guarded. The price to be paid isthat the resulting right-hand sides may grow exponentially. We thereforepresent methods how the exponential blow-up can be avoided. Especially,the loop structure of the variable dependence graph is taken into account.Also we prove that size O(m � jSj) su�ces whenever S originates froma �xpoint expression where the nesting-depth of �xpoints is at most m.Finally, we sketch an application to regular tree pattern-matching.Keywords: guardedness, �-calculus, distributive lattices, loop-connectedness.1 IntroductionSince Kozen's seminal paper [13] in 1983, the modal �{calculus has been widelyused for speci�cation and veri�cation of properties of concurrent processes. Fix-point expressions or (slightly more convenient) hierarchical systems of equations,however, are considered to be di�cult to understand { especially in presence ofdeep nesting of alternating �xpoints. Therefore, various kinds of normal formshave been suggested in order to ease both theoretical and practical manipu-lations. One useful additional property of �xpoint expressions (or hierarchicalsystems of equations) is guardedness.A variable x is guarded in the expression e if x occurs only nested inside someapplication, i.e., as f(: : : x : : :) for some operator f . A hierarchical system ofequations is called guarded if it does not contain a cyclic variable dependencethrough unguarded variable occurrences only. Hierarchical systems of Booleanequations only use \t" (least upper bound) and \u" (greatest lower bound)in right-hand sides and thus no operators at all. Therefore, all occurrences ofvariables in right-hand sides are unguarded. Consequently, �nding equivalentguarded systems means removing cyclic variable dependences completely. Suchacyclic systems can be solved in polynomial (even linear) time. Therefore, �ndingequivalent guarded systems in general cannot be easier than computing solutionsof hierarchical systems of Boolean equations.For hierarchical systems of equations over more complicated complete latticesand with non-empty sets of operators, a guardedness transformation need notnecessarily break all cyclic variable dependences. It does, however, eliminate



\useless" �xpoint iterations, namely those which can be removed without touch-ing operator applications. This preprocessing has been used for simplifying proofsabout the �-calculus [20], in automata constructions [10, 16] or constructions ofdirect proofs of satis�ability [9, 11, 17].Notions related to guardedness have been considered in various contexts. Inrecursive process de�nitions, guardedness is commonly assumed [1]. Guardednessplays an important role in universal algebra for polynomial equations to haveunique solutions [5]. Uniqueness of solutions is also central when equations areto be solved over metric spaces [2] (see also section 7).It is well-known that hierarchical systems of equations can always be trans-formed into equivalent guarded ones (see, e.g., [20, 11]) { if not even part of the\folklore". Here, however, we are interested in designing e�cient transformationtechniques which minimize the encountered overhead. We start our considera-tions by separating the transformation into two stages (section 3). The �rststage performs a (appropriately generalized) control-ow analysis to determinewhich subexpressions may arrive at which unguarded variables. In the secondphase then the actual transformation is performed. What is important here isthat each phase operates on the original system { simultaneously on all levels of�xpoints. By this trick, we avoid a potential explosion in size through repeat-edly feeding partially transformed systems (possibly of increased sizes) into thesame algorithm (e.g., as in [20, 11]). While the number of variables of the systemproduced by the two-stage transformation has not increased, sizes of right-handsides may have increased exponentially. In order to reduce this extra space, wetake into account, how the new right-hand sides are constructed through �xpointiteration. For arbitrary hierarchical systems, we obtain a new upper bound whichis related to structural properties of the variable dependence graph (section 5).In the worst case, the blow-up in size of the system still can only be boundedto be exponential in the alternation-depth of the original system. Therefore weexhibit useful special classes where just a small polynomial increase su�ces {independent of the alternation-depth (section 6). In case of equations over lan-guages of �nite trees, we �nally show how guardedness transformations can beused to replace greatest �xpoints by least ones and thus to remove alternationof �xpoints altogether. This observation can be exploited for compiling powerfultree patterns to �nite tree automata (section 7).2 Hierarchical Systems of EquationsInstead of formally introducing �xpoint expressions, let us immediately considerthe slightly more exible concept of hierarchical systems of equations. Assumewe are given a complete lattice D which, as such, is equipped with the binaryoperations \t" (least upper bound) and \u" (greatest lower bound). Let �denote a set of further operator symbols where each f 2 � denotes a monotonicfunction [[f ]] : D k ! D for some k � 1. Operator symbols from � denote \real"operations whose applications will not be touched by our transformations.As right-hand sides of equations we allow expressions built up from formal vari-ables from some set Z and constants by application of operators from � together



with \t" and \u". The set of all these expressions is denoted by E�;D (Z). Everyexpression e 2 E�;D (Z) denotes a function [[e]] : (Z ! D ) ! D . This function ismonotonic, since \t", \u" and all operators from � are monotonic.A hierarchical system of equations with free variables from F is a pair (S;H).S is the �nite basic set of equations z = ez; z 2 Z , where for every z, ez isan expression in E�;D (Z [ F), and H is a hierarchy on Z . A hierarchy consistsof a sequence H = (hZr; �ri; : : : ; hZ1; �1i) of mutually disjoint sets Zk whereZ = Zr [ : : : [ Z1 together with quali�cations �k 2 f�; �g. Zk is also called thek-th block of variables, whereas length r of the hierarchy is called the alternation-depth of S. Intuitively, hierarchy H on S describes the nesting of scopes ofvariables within which �xpoint iteration is performed: iteration on variables fromthe same block is performed jointly whereas iteration on variables from block Zishould be thought of as nested inside the iteration on variables from Zj ; i < j.Example 1. Assume we are given the �xpoint expression�x1:a t (�x2:f (x1; x2) t (x1 u (�x3:g x3 t (x2 u x3))))A representation of this expression by a hierarchical system is obtained by intro-ducing an extra equation for each �xpoint subexpression. For our example thisgives a set S consisting of:x1 = a t x2 x3 = g x3 t (x2 u x3)x2 = f (x1; x2) t (x1 u x3)Hierarchy H is obtained by dividing the set of �xpoint variables into blocks of�xpoints of the same kind for which �xpoint iteration can be performed jointly.For our example expression, we choose H = (hZ2; �i; hZ1; �i) where Z1 = fx3gand Z2 = fx1; x2g. utUsually, if H is understood, we write S for the hierarchical system.Fix some 1 � k � r, and let Z(k) = Zk [ : : : [ Z1. Then the k{th subsystem Skof S is given by the set of equations z = ez; z 2 Z(k); together with hierarchyHk = (hZk; �ki; : : : ; hZ1; �1i). Note that the free variables of Sk are containedin F [ Zr [ : : : [ Zk+1.An environment � for S is a mapping � : F ! D . The semantics [[S]] � of S inD relative to environment � is a mapping Z ! D de�ned by induction on thealternation-depth r. For r � 1, consider the monotonic function G : (Zr ! D ) !Zr ! D given by G � z = [[ez]] (�+ � + [[Sr�1]] (�+ �)) where Sr�1 is empty incase r = 1. Note that we use the \+"{operator to combine two functions withdisjoint domains into one. In case Zr is quali�ed as �, let �� denote the least�xpoint of G. Otherwise, let �� denote the greatest �xpoint of G. Then [[S]] � isde�ned by [[S]] � z = �� z if z 2 Zr and [[S]] � z = [[Sr�1]] (�+ ��) z otherwise.The set U [[e]] of unguarded variables occurring in e is inductively de�ned by:U [[d]] = ; (d 2 D )U [[z]] = fzg (z a variable)U [[f (e1; : : : ; ek)]] = ; (f 2 �)U [[e1 t e2]] = U [[e1]] [ U [[e2]]U [[e1 u e2]] = U [[e1]] [ U [[e2]]Sequence z1; : : : ; zm of variables of S is called unguarded cycle if zm occurs



unguarded in ez1 and likewise, for j = 2; : : : ;m, zj�1 occurs unguarded in ezj .System S is guarded i� S does not contain unguarded cycles.Example 2. Consider the hierarchical system of equations from ex. 1. It contains,e.g., the unguarded cycle x2; x3. utWhen analyzing guardedness of hierarchical systems, we �nd it useful to assumew.l.o.g. that right-hand sides e of variables are of one of the following forms:1. e is a Boolean expression, i.e., in E;;f?;>g[Z [ F ]; or2. e is an operator application f (e1; : : : ; ek), k � 1, or a constant from D .This special form can always be achieved, possibly by introduction of extraauxiliary variables for constants and operator applications.Example 3. Consider our hierarchical system from ex. 1. We introduce extravariables y1; y2; y3 for expressions a; f (x1; x2) and g x3, respectively, and obtainthe equations:x1 = y1 t x2 y1 = a x3 = y3 t (x2 u x3) y3 = g x3x2 = y2 t (x1 u x3) y2 = f (x1; x2)The new hierarchy is obtained by adding the new variables to the correspondingblocks: (hfx1; x2; y1; y2g; �i; hfx3; y3g; �i). ut3 The Basic TransformationA lattice D is called distributive i� it has a least element ?, a greatest element >and the equations au(btc) = (aub)t(auc) and at(buc) = (atb)u(atc) holdfor all a; b; c 2 D . Let B = f? @ >g denote the Boolean lattice, and for (�nite)set Y , B [Y ] denote the complete lattice consisting of all monotonic functions(Y ! B ) ! B . Facts 1 and 2 are well-known:Fact 1 Every element � 2 B [Y ], can be uniquely represented by its minimaldisjunctive normal form, i.e., � = m1 t : : : t mk where mi = uy2Yi y forpairwise incomparable subsets Yi � Y. utFact 2 Every mapping � : Y ! D , D a distributive lattice, can be uniquelyextended to a mapping �� : B [Y ] ! D with the following properties:� �� y = � y for every y 2 Y;� ��? = ? and ��> = >; � �� (�1 t �2) = �� �1 t �� �2;� �� (�1 u �2) = �� �1 u �� �2. utA mapping with the properties listed in fact 2 is also called morphism (betweendistributive lattices). Fact 2 states that B [Y ] is the free distributive lattice (gen-erated from Y). Because of facts 1 and 2, we no longer distinguish betweenelements in B [Y ] and expressions built up from constants ?;> and variables inY by means of applications of t and u. We obtain:Proposition 3. Assume S is a hierarchical system of equations x = ex, x 2X , over distributive lattice D with free variables from F where each right-handside ex is contained in B [X [ F ]. Then for every environment � : F ! D ,�� ([[S]] ; x) = [[S]] � x for all x 2 X . ut



Here, the semantics of S on the left-hand side in the equation is computed overB [F ] w.r.t. the empty environment whereas on the right-hand side it is computedover D where the values for the free variables are taken from �.Assume S is a hierarchical system of equations z = ez; z 2 Z , of alternationdepth r where the hierarchy of S is given by H = (hZr; �ri; : : : ; hZ1; �1i). Let Xand Y denote the sets of variables with Boolean expressions as right-hand sides,and of variables with constants or operator applications as right-hand sides,respectively, and Zk \ X = Xk. Moreover, let �S denote the subsystem of S forvariables in X . Thus, all the variables in Y are free variables of �S.For k = 1; : : : ; r, let Fk denote the set of free variables of subsystem Sk. Thenconstruct D k = B [Y [Fk], and let ��k : (Xk[ : : :[X1)! D k denote the semanticsof �Sk over D k relative to the empty environment. We de�ne a new hierarchicalsystem S0 with the same hierarchy as S but the following set of equations:x = ��k x; x 2 Xk; 1 � k � r y = ey; y 2 YIn S0, variables from Xj may occur unguarded only in right-hand sides of vari-ables from Xi where i < j. Thus, system S0 is guarded.Example 4. Consider the hierarchical system from ex. 3. The set of free variablesis empty whereas the set Y of variables for operator applications and constantsis given by Y = fy1; y2; y3g. We obtain:��2 x1 = y1 t y2 ��2 x2 = y2 t (y1 u y3) ��1 x3 = y3 t x2Consequently, the newly constructed hierarchical system is constituted by thesame hierarchy H = (hfx1; x2; y1; y2g; �i; hfx3; y3g; �i) together with the equa-tions:x1 = y1 t y2 y1 = a x3 = y3 t x2 y3 = g x3x2 = y2 t (y1 u y3) y2 = f (x1; x2) utWe claim:Theorem 1. Assume S is a hierarchical system of equations over a completeand distributive lattice. Then S and the guarded system S0 are equivalent.Proof. The following two observations can be deduced from prop. 3:Fact 4 Assume 1 � k � r.1. Then ��k�1 is the unique solution over D k�1 of the set of equationsx = ��j x x 2 Xj ; j < k:2. Assume the k-th block of �S is quali�ed � (�). Then ��k is the least (greatest)solution over D k of the set of equationsx = ex; x 2 Xk x = ��k�1 x; x 2 Xj ; j < k utWith fact 4 we prove for k = 1; : : : ; r all � and z 2 Zk that [[Sk]] � z = [[S0k]] � z.Assume this assertion holds for Sk�1 (if it exists). We successively will transformSk into the system S0k. Each of the applied steps will preserve the semantics forthe variables in Zk.Step 0:We replace the subsystem Sk�1 of Sk (if existing) with S0k�1. SubsystemsSk�1 and S0k�1 are equivalent by induction hypothesis. In the following, we only



transform the k-th block and within this block only the equations with left-handsides not from Y . Let us call this the Boolean part of the k-th block.Step 1: We add a fresh variable x0 to (the Boolean part of) the k-th block forevery x 2 Xj , j < k, together with the equation x0 = ��j x. Thus, the new right-hand side of variable x0 is a copy of the right-hand side of the correspondingvariable x. Therefore they evaluate to the same values, and we can replace everyoccurrence of x 2 Xj ; j < k, in the Boolean part of the k-th block with thecorresponding variable x0.Step 2: By Bekic principle [3, 16], the resulting k-th block is equivalent to ablock where the right-hand sides of the x0 equal the (unique) solution fx0 j x 2Xj ; j < kg ! D k�1 of the corresponding subset of equations. By fact 4.1, thissolution is given by x0 7! ��k�1 x. Therefore in step 2, we replace the right-handside of x0; x 2 Xj ; j < k, with ��k�1 x.Step 3: In the Boolean part of the k-th block, we now rename every variablex 2 Xk with corresponding x0, and add new equations x = x0; x 2 Xk.Thus, step 3 consists in splitting of the �xpoint computation for the k-th blockinto an inner iteration on the primed variables x0 within the Boolean part, nestedinside an iteration on the unprimed variables x. This again preserves the seman-tics (see, e.g., [3, 16]).Step 4: Assume w.l.o.g. that block k in Sk is quali�ed �. By fact 4.2, the leastsolution of the set of equations over D k with left-hand sides x0; x 2 Xj ; j � k, isgiven by x0 7! ��kx. Therefore again by Bekic principle, we now can replace theright-hand sides of all x0 with ��k x.Example 5. Consider the hierarchical system of equations from ex. 3 and letk = 2. Then S01 is given by the equationsx3 = y3 t x2 y3 = g x3together with the hierarchy (hfx3; y3g; �i). This part of the system will remainunchanged throughout the construction. The only block of equations which weare going to modify is the k-th (i.e., second) block. Initially, it is given by:x1 = y1 t x2 y1 = ax2 = y2 t (x1 u x3) y2 = f (x1; x2)Step 1 adds variable x03 with right-hand side ��1 x3 = y3 t x2 and results in theset of equations:x1 = y1 t x2 x03 = y3 t x2 y1 = ax2 = y2 t (x1 u x03) y2 = f (x1; x2)Notice that the reference to x3 in the equation for x2 has been replaced by areference to the new variable x03. Step 2 is vacuous in this example. Step 3 thenrenames xi with x0i (i = 1; 2) and then adds the equations xi = x0i. It results inthe set of equations:x1 = x01 x01 = y1 t x02 x03 = y3 t x02 y1 = ax2 = x02 x02 = y2 t (x01 u x03) y2 = f (x1; x2)The least solution of the equations for x01; x02; x03 over D 2 = B [fy1 ; y2; y3g] is�� x01 = y1 t y2 �� x02 = y2 t (y1 u y3) �� x03 = y3 t y2which precisely equals x0i 7! ��2 xi. Thus, �� gives the new right-hand sides forthe x0i in step 4. ut



After step 4, the primed variables do no longer occur in right-hand sides { besidesin the equations x = x0. Therefore, we can replace these equations by x = ��k xand subsequently remove all variables x0 together with their de�ning equations.The resulting system precisely equals S0k, and we are done. utOur construction of an equivalent guarded system is an improvement of the\classical" folklore method for �xpoint expressions sketched in [20, 17, 11] whichintroduces a huge (even doubly exponential) increase in size. Note, however, thatfor the case of �xpoint expressions, our methods will allow us even to constructan equivalent guarded hierarchical system of polynomial size (see section 6).The present transformation prepares the ground for such further improvementsin the construction since it allows to clearly separate the transformation into twostages. The �rst stage computes the mappings ��k, k = 1; : : : ; r, whereas onlythe second stage ultimately transforms S.Let n � m � jSj denote the numbers of elements in X and in X [ Y [ F ,respectively. Then each value in D k can be represented by an expression of sizeO(m � 2m). The overall size of the transformed system therefore is bounded byO(jSj+n �m �2m). In order to improve on the (potentially) exponential space tostore the expressions ��k x we take into account how the ��k can be constructed.4 Blind AlgorithmsAssume we are given a (�nite) set S of equations over some lattice D without freevariables and cyclic variable dependences. Then S has a unique solution � which,given a suitable topological ordering x1 < : : : < xn of the variables, can be com-puted by successively evaluating the right-hand sides for xi; i = 1; : : : ; n. In thissense, we can view S as a straight-line program computing variable assignment�. Therefore, our goal can be rephrased to design e�cient straight-line programsthat compute variable assignments ��k. In contrast to straight-line programs, wewill allow rede�nitions of variables and use programming-language constructs asfor-loops or switch-statements whose conditions, however, may not depend onD -valued variables. Formally, this can be assured by viewing the lattice elementsas abstract values for which there are assignments and operations t and u, butwhich are lacking any kind of comparison. Let us call such algorithms blind.Every terminating blind algorithm can be unrolled into a �nite sequence ofvariable assignments. By possibly introducing auxiliary variables, we can alwaysbring this sequence into single-assignment form. Therefore, we obtain:Fact 5 For every terminating blind algorithm computing � : X ! D , there is astraight-line program computing a variable assignment �0 which uses the samenumber of operations in D such that � x = �0 x for all x 2 X . utWe conclude that time complexity of blind algorithms for computing ��k, k =1; : : : ; r, directly can be translated into the output space of corresponding guard-edness transformations. In the following, we therefore will design e�cient blindalgorithms for computing the semantics of hierarchical equation systems overdistributive complete lattices with � = ;, i.e., operators only from ft;ug.



forall (x 2 X ) x = ?;for (j = 1; j � k; j++) fforall (x 2 X ) x0 = ex;forall (x 2 X ) x = x0;gFig. 1. Lock-Step Iteration.5 The General CaseLet S denote a set of equations x = ex; x 2 X , without free variables. overa distributive lattice D where � = ;. The �rst algorithm one may think ofis lock-step iteration as in �g. 1. This algorithm successively computes the n-th approximation of the least �xpoint. Since all values of the next round arecomputed w.r.t. the old values of the variables, we use a set fx0 j x 2 Xg of freshvariables to receive the new values. These are then copied into the x 2 X .The algorithm from �g. 1 �nds the least �xpoint after k = #X rounds. A straightforward application to hierarchical systems would successively remove �xpointsoutside-in by an appropriate unrolling. The structure of variable dependences,however, is not taken into account. Therefore, we prefer to replace lock-stepiteration with a Round-Robin strategy. For (intra-procedural) data-ow analysis,such an approach has been considered, e.g., by Kam and Ullman [12].The (variable) dependence graph of the set of equations S is the directed graphG = (X ; E) where E consists of all edges (x1; x2) where variable x1 occurs in theright-hand side of variable x2. A set B of edges of G is called set of back-edgesif G without edges from B is a dag. The maximal number of edges from B onany cycle-free path in G is called loop-connectedness of G (relative to B).Notice that the loop-connectedness of G relative to B is at most #B or even#fv j (u; v) 2 Bg which sometimes is less. Deciding in general whether theloop-connectedness relative to some B is � k for arbitrary k is NP-complete [7].Determining a set of back-edges which minimizes the loop-connectedness seemsto be an even harder problem. In case, however, graph G is \well-structured"(reducible), polynomial algorithms are known both for computing such mini-mal B as well as the corresponding loop-connectedness [7] (see [8] for precisede�nitions of reducibility). The polynomial algorithm for reducible graphs alsoprovides us with a heuristics (running in linear time) to compute small sets Bof back-edges in arbitrary graphs: just determine a DFS forest T of G, and thenchoose B as the set of all edges (u; v) of G where v is an ancestor of u w.r.t. T .The resulting set B is at least locally minimal in so far as no proper subset is aset of back-edges for G as well.A good choice for a set B of back-edges as well as a safe approximation of theloop-connectedness relative to B will do for all our subsequent constructions.Worse B as well as less accurate approximations for the loop-connectedness mayresult in larger outputs but will not a�ect the correctness of the construction.Any choice of B, however, will provide us with an algorithm which is not worsethan the lock-step algorithm. For the following let us �x a suitable set B of



for (i = 1; i � n; i++) xi = ?;for (j = 1; j � k; j++)for (i = 1; i � n; i++) xi = ei;Fig. 2. Round-Robin Iteration.back-edges. Let < denote a topological ordering of the variables in X w.r.t. tothe dag obtained from G by removing all edges from B. Assume this orderingis given as x1 < x2 < : : : < xn where the right-hand side for xi is given byei. Then the new strategy loops through all variables where for variable xi+1we use those values for variables x1; : : : ; xi which already have been computedwithin the same round. The version for least solutions is shown in �g. 2. The dualversion for greatest �xpoints di�ers in that values of variables xi are initializedwith > (instead of ?). For the case of least solutions, we prove:Proposition 6. The Round-Robin algorithm of �g. 2 computes the least solutionof S in c+ 1 rounds where c equals the loop-connectedness of S (relative to B).Example 6. Consider the set of equations (with � = ;) given by:x1 = y1 t x2 x2 = y2 t (x1 u x3) x3 = y3 t x2The variable dependence graph is shown in �g. 3. One set of back-edges is given
x1 x2 x3Fig. 3. The Variable Dependences for Ex. 6.by B = f(x1; x2); (x2; x3)g. The loop-connectedness relative to B is 2. Anotherset of back-edges, however, is given by B0 = f(x3; x2); (x1; x2)g. For set B0, theloop-connectedness equals 1 implying that Round-Robin iteration according toordering x2 < x1 < x3 terminates already after 2 rounds. Starting with initialvalues ?, we obtain: x2 x1 x31 y2 y1 t y2 y3 t y22 y2 t (y1 u y3) y1 t y2 y3 t y2 utProof of prop. 6. For simplicity, let us assume that right-hand sides ei are ofone of the forms a 2 D , xj , xj t xk or xj u xk for xj ; xk 2 V . The sets Ii ofintersection trees for xi, i = 1; : : : ; n, inductively are de�ned as follows:� If ei 2 D , then xi 2 Ii;� If ei � xj , then xi(I) 2 Ii for every I 2 Ij ;� If ei � xj t xk , then xi(I) 2 Ii for every I 2 Ij [ Ik;� If ei � xj u xk , then xi(Ij ; Ik) 2 Ii for every Ii 2 Ij and Ik 2 Ik.



G(1) : x1 x2 x3
G(2) : x1 x2 x3Fig. 4. The Graphs G(1) and G(2) for Ex. 3.I is called cycle-free i� no path in I has more than one occurrence of the samevariable. Each intersection tree I 2 Ii represents a value [[I ]], namely, the meetover all values corresponding to the leafs of I . Formally, [[I ]] is de�ned as follows:[[xi]] = d if ei � d 2 D[[xi(I)]] = [[I ]][[xi(I1; I2)]] = [[I1]] u [[I2]]Let � : X ! D denote the least solution of S. Then � xi = Ff[[I ]] j I 2 Iig,xi 2 X . Now consider an intersection tree I 2 Ii which is not cycle-free. Thenwe can construct a cycle-free I 0 2 Ii such that [[I ]] = [[I 0]] u d for some d 2 Dimplying that [[I ]] v [[I 0]]. Hence, it su�ces to take least upper bounds just overcycle-free intersection trees. Thus the following claim implies our assertion:Claim: Assume j � 1. After round j, the value of xi is an upper bound for [[I ]]whenever I 2 Ii is cycle-free and has at most j � 1 back-edges on every pathfrom a leaf to the root. utIn presence of distributivity, our prop. 6 can be seen as a generalization of Kamand Ullman's result [12] to more general forms of systems of equations.Let us apply prop. 6 to hierarchical systems with � = ;. We propose an itera-tion strategy which for alternation-depth r consists in r nested for-loops. Eachiteration of the outermost loop �rst evaluates the variables from block r; then itdescends into an iteration on the variables of the lower blocks.Assume G = (X ; E) is the variable dependence graph of hierarchical system S.We construct directed graphs G(k), k = 1; : : : ; r, as follows.� The set of vertices of G(k) is given by X ;� The set of edges of G(k) consists of all pairs (z; x) where x 2 Xk and zoccurs in ex (primary edges) together with all pairs (x; z) where x 2 Xk,z 2 Xj ; j < k, and there is a path in G(k�1) from x to z (derived edges).Let ck denote the minimal loop-connectedness of G(k) relative to sets of back-edges consisting of primary edges only. Then the variables in Xk can be arrangedin such a way that (ck +1) iterations of the k-th for-loop are su�cient. We callck the k-th derived loop-connectedness.Example 7. Consider the hierarchical equation system of ex. 3. The graphs G(1)and G(2) are shown in �g. 4. Since G(1) has only a self-loop, derived loop-connectedness c1 equals 0. The other graph, G(2), has already been consideredin ex. 6. There we found as set of back-edges B0 = f(x3; x2); (x1; x2)g. Since alledges in B0 are primary, we conclude that c2 = 1. utLet nk denote the number of variables of the k-th block. By construction, ck � nkfor all k. Recall that (n1 +1) � : : : � (nr +1) � (nr +1)r where n = n1 + : : :+ nr.Combining theorem 1 with the sketched blind algorithm, we obtain:



Theorem 2. Assume S is a hierarchical system of equations with n variablesand alternation-depth r over a complete and distributive lattice, and let c1; : : : ; crdenote the sequence of derived loop-connectednesses. Then an equivalent1 guardedhierarchical system can be constructed of sizeO(r � (c1 + 1) : : : (cr + 1) � jSj) � O(r � (nr + 1)r � jSj). utThe size of the resulting system is linear in the size of S but still may be expo-nential in the alternation-depth. Observe, however, that the left estimation oftheorem 2 usually is sharper than the right bound which just counts variablesand ignores variable dependences.6 Polynomial Special CasesOften, the variable dependences of (hierarchical) systems are not \arbitrary". Inparticular, this is the case when the system is derived from a �xpoint expressionas in ex. 1. The key idea for this case is to recursively descend into stronglyconnected components. We obtain a forest-like decomposition similar to [4, 6].Assume G is a directed graph. A decomposition forest (df for short) w for a setV of nodes of G is de�ned as follows. If V = ;, then w = � (the empty list oftrees). Otherwise, let G0 denote the subgraph of G with nodes in V .Case 1: G0 is strongly connected. Then w = (w0; x) where x 2 V and w0 is a dffor V nfxg. We call x exit of strong component G0.Case 2: G0 is not strongly connected. Then w = w1 : : : wk , k > 1, where wj isa df for Vj , and the sequence V1; : : : ; Vk is a topological ordering of the strongcomponents of G0, i.e., whenever an edge of G0 goes from Vi to Vj , then i � j.Thus, a df is obtained from G by recursively applying two steps: �rst, decompo-sition into strongly connected components; second, extracting exits from these.depth(w; x) of variable x relative to df w equals the number of parentheses withinwhich x is nested. Formally, if w = (w1; x1) : : : (wk; xk) then depth(w; xj ) = 1for j = 1; : : : ; k, and for x occurring in wj , depth(w; x) = 1 + depth(wj ; x). Thedepth of w then is the maximal depth of a variable occurring in w.Every directed graph has decomposition forests, but only \well-structured" graphshave decomposition forests which are exit-post-dominated. Here, w is an exit-post-dominated df (edf for short) i� w is a df where for every subtree (v; h) of w andevery edge (x; y), x in (v; h) and y not in (v; h) implies x = h.Example 8. Consider the hierarchical system from ex. 3. Then a df for the vari-able dependence graph of �S is given by w = (((�; x3); x2); x1). Df w is indeedexit-post-dominated. Observe that the exits in this decomposition are nothingbut the �xpoint variables of the expression. Another edf, however, which hassmaller depth is given by w0 = ((�; x1)(�; x3); x2). utThe post-dominator relation can be computed in polynomial time [19]. Therefore,it takes only polynomial time to decide whether or not a graph has an edf and,in case it has, to construct such an edf. Our new algorithm for equation systems1 up to extra auxiliary variables, of course



solve(w) fswitch (w) fcase � : return;case (w1; x)w2 : scan(w1; x);solve(w1);solve(w2);g g
scan(w) fswitch (w) fcase � : return;case (w1; x)w2 : x = ?;scan(w1);x = ex;scan(w2);g gFig. 5. The EDF-Algorithm for w.over distributive lattices with � = ; corresponding to edf's is shown in �g. 5. Itprocesses one strong component after the other; within a strong component, it�rst performs a scan over the whole component. This scan evaluates each variablewithin the strong component from left to right. After this scan, the �nal valuefor the exit has been reached. Then the algorithm descends one level down theedf w. Note that this recursive call of solve reinitializes each variable in the sub-forest. In case, we are just interested in the least solution, this reinitializationcan be abandoned. This is no longer possible, however, for alternating �xpoints.Proposition 7. Assume S is a set of equations x = ex; x 2 X , without freevariables over a distributive lattice where � = ;, and w is an edf of the variabledependence graph of S. Then:1. The edf-algorithm from �g. 5 computes the least solution of S.2. It evaluates each variable x exactly depth(w; x) times. utThe correctness of the edf-algorithm crucially depends on w being exit-post-dominated. The advantage of this algorithm (whenever applicable), however, isthat some variables may be evaluated signi�cantly fewer times than others. Also,if we are only interested in the variables of an upper fragment of w, reevaluationof the remaining variables can be discarded. The other advantage is that it canbe extended to hierarchical systems of equations { without further increase incomplexity. Assume S is a hierarchical system of equations where � = ;. Let Gdenote the variable dependence graph (i.e., the one obtained from S by ignoringthe hierarchy). An edf w for G is leveled i� for each subtree t = (w0; h) of w,variable h has a block number which is at least as big as the block number ofevery variable occurring in t. We say that S is expression-like i� G has a levelededf.The main motivation for this de�nition is that the hierarchical equation systemsderived from �xpoint expressions naturally have leveled edf's as de�ned above.Expression-like hierarchical systems, however, are more \liberal" than �xpointexpressions, e.g., by allowing sharing of identical subsystems.Let us now modify the algorithm from �g. 5 by changing procedure scan toinitialize x = > whenever x is a greatest-�xpoint variable and x = ? otherwise.



Proposition 8. Assume S is a hierarchical system of equations without freevariables over a distributive lattice with � = ;. If w is a leveled edf for the de-pendence graph of S, then the modi�ed edf-algorithm for w computes [[S]] ;. utExample 9. Consider the hierarchical system from ex. 1 together with edf w0 =((�; x1)(�; x3); x2). First, let us determine the values of ��2 for x1 and x2 inB [fy1 ; y2; y3g]. The computation of the modi�ed edf-algorithm produces the fol-lowing sequence of variable evaluations:x1 : y1 x3 : y3 x2 : y2 t (y1 u y3) x1 : y1 t y2Final results for ��2 are enclosed into frame boxes. Notice that we avoided reeval-uation of x3, since the values of ��2 are just needed for variables from the secondblock. In order to compute ��1 for x3 from the �rst block, we switch the latticeto D 1 = B [fy3 ; x1; x2g]. One single evaluation step yields ��1 x3 = y3 t x2. utCombining theorem 1 with prop. 8, we obtain:Theorem 3. Assume S is a hierarchical system of equations over a completeand distributive lattice where �S is expression-like. Then an equivalent guardedhierarchical system can be constructed of size O(m � jSj) where m is the depth ofa leveled edf for the dependence graph of �S. utApplied to some �xpoint expression e, theorem 3 states that an equivalentguarded hierarchical system of equations can be constructed which is just afactor m larger (m the depth of nesting of �xpoints in e).Another important subclass of (hierarchical) systems of equations is obtainedby restricting the usage of \u". Assume S is a hierarchical system of equationswith � = ;. S is called disjunctive i� each right-hand side e is of the forme :: =x j d j e1 t e2 j e u dwhere x denotes a variable and d elements in D . This special form is the gen-eralization of disjunctive Boolean equation systems as considered by Mader [14]to arbitrary distributive lattices. They closely correspond to distributive �x-point expressions [18]. A simpli�cation of the ideas from the latter paper can beapplied to reduce the alternation-depth beforehand to (at most) 2. Using thistransformation together with the technique from section 5, we obtain:Theorem 4. Assume S is a hierarchical system of equations over a completeand distributive lattice where �S is disjunctive. Then an equivalent guarded hier-archical system can be constructed of size O((n + 1) � (c + 1) � jSj) where n isthe number of greatest �xpoint variables and c is the loop-connectedness of thevariable dependence graph of �S. ut7 ApplicationsGuardedness transformations are especially useful whenever operator applica-tions are \contracting" in some sense. Let us make this idea precise. Let Ddenote a complete lattice. Let us consider a metric � on D which satis�es thefollowing properties:



(1) �(d1; d2) � max(�(d1; d); �(d; d2))(2) �(d t d1; d t d2) � �(d1; d2)(3) �(d u d1; d u d2) � �(d1; d2)for all d; d1; d2 2 D . A metric satisfying (1) is also called ultra-metric. In case,inequalities (2) and (3) hold, we call � invariant. We illustrate these de�nitionsby the following example.Example 10. Let T� denote the set of languages of �nite trees over signature�. Then T� is a complete and distributive lattice (w.r.t. set inclusion as naturalordering). On T� we de�ne �(L1; L2) = 2�h where h is the minimal depth of atree in the symmetric di�erence of L1 and L2. Then � is a metric which satis�esinequalities (1), (2) and (3). utOperator f : D k ! D is called contracting, i� there exists some 0 < � < 1 suchthat for all di; d0i 2 D and every j, �(f(d1; : : : ; dk); f(d01; : : : ; d0k)) � � � �(dj ; d0j).Example 11. Consider the distributive and complete lattice T� from ex. 10. Fora 2 � , let [[a]] denote the operation of formal application of a. Then [[a]] iscontracting with factor � = 12 . utThe following theorem is analogous to Banach's �xpoint theorem.Theorem 5. Assume D is a complete lattice and all operators are contractingw.r.t. some invariant ultra-metric on D . Then every �nite system of equationsover D without unguarded cycles has a unique solution. utProof. W.l.o.g. let us assume that no right-hand side contains unguarded vari-able occurrences. By structural induction, we �nd that for variable assignments�1, �2 and expression e without unguarded variable occurrences, �([[e]]�1; [[e]]�2)� � �maxf�(�1 x; �2 x) j x 2 Xg for some 0 � � < 1. Now let �1 and �2 denotethe least and greatest solutions of S, respectively, and assume that �1 6= �2.Thus, r = maxf�(�1 x; �2 x) j x 2 Xg > 0, and there exists some x 2 X suchthat r = �(�1 x; �2 x) = �([[ex]]�1; [[ex]]�2) � � � r { a contradiction. utNote that we did not assume that D is a complete metric space. Existence of so-lutions follows since D is a complete lattice. The metric is only used to guaranteeunicity of solutions.In [15], we have proposed techniques for pattern matching in �nite trees. Here,patterns denote recognizable tree languages for which the element problem mustbe solved. As a convenient and expressive speci�cation language for recognizablesets we suggested �xpoint expressions. Expressions containing just least �xpointsnaturally correspond to (alternating) �nite tree automata. In order to allow easycomplementation, greatest �xpoints are useful as well. According to ex. 10 and11, Theorem 5 exhibits an interesting method how greatest �xpoints can beremoved. Given a �xpoint expression over T� , we proceed as follows:(0) We construct an equivalent hierarchical system of equations;(1) We construct an equivalent guarded hierarchical system of equations;(2) We replace all greatest �xpoints by least ones.Acknowledgments:We thank Andr�e Arnold, Damian Niwinski and Igor Walu-kiewicz for many inspiring discussions and helpful remarks.
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